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A FINITENESS CONDITION ON REGULAR
LOCAL OVERRINGS OF A LOCAL DOMAIN
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ABSTRACT. The local factorization theorem of Zariski and Abhyankar implies

that between a given pair of 2-dimensional regular local rings, SDR, having

the same quotient field, every chain of regular local rings must be finite. It is

shown in this paper that this property extends to every such pair of regular

local rings, regardless of dimension. An example is given to show that this

does not hold if "regular" is replaced by "Cohen-Macaulay," by "normal," or

by "rational singularity." More generally, it is shown that the set Z(R) of n-

dimensional regular local rings birationally dominating a given n-dimensional

local domain, R, and ordered by containment, satisfies the descending chain

condition. An example is given to show that if R is regular the two examples of

minimal elements of H(R) given by J. Sally do not exhaust the set of minimal

elements of Z(R).

1. Introduction. The local factorization theorem of Zariski and Abhyankar

states that if R and S are 2-dimensional regular local rings with 72 Ç S Ç quotient

field of 72, then S is obtainable from 72 by a unique finite sequence of quadratic

transforms (see below for definitions) (cf. [10, Lemma, p. 538; 1, Theorem 3;

and 9, §2]). Sally [8, Corollary 4.5] and Shannon [9, Example 3.2] showed that a

straightforward generalization of this result does not extend to higher dimensions,

even if monoidal transforms are considered in place of quadratic transforms. Shan-

non was able to show that no infinite ascending chain of regular local rings could

exist between two higher-dimensional regular local rings, of the same dimension [9,

Proposition 5.1]. This paper shows that no infinite descending chain of such rings

can occur and so, using Shannon's result, we are able to conclude, as Corollary 4.10

below, that a strong finiteness condition continues to hold between 72 and S, even

if their mutual dimension is greater than 2; namely, every chain of regular local

rings between them must be finite. In fact, we obtain, as Theorem 4.6, the some-

what more general statement that the n-dimensional regular local rings birationally

containing a fixed local domain of the same dimension must satisfy the descend-

ing chain condition (d.c.c).  As an application of these ideas, we note in Example
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5.4 that the two types of minimal regular local overrings of a given n-dimensional

regular local ring (n > 2) given by J. Sally cannot be the only such examples.

In Examples 4.9 and 5.2 we note that such strong finiteness conditions do not

hold among some local domains which are more general than regular local rings.

The technical heart of the paper is contained in §3, in which the crucial result

is Theorem 3.2. Preliminaries are given in §2, while §4 contains the main results,

and §5 contains some extensions of these.

2. Preliminaries. If 72 is a quasilocal ring (i.e., 72 has a unique maximal ideal),

we use the symbol (72, M) to indicate explicitly that M is the unique maximal ideal

of 72. We use the word "local" to indicate a Noetherian quasilocal ring throughout.

We use the symbol C to indicate strict inclusion. By a regular local ring (RLR) we

mean a local domain whose unique maximal ideal can be generated by n elements,

where n is the Krull dimension of 72, which we denote by dim 72. The height of a

prime P is denoted ht P. If (72, M) is a RLR, we use the phrase "regular system of

parameters" for M to mean a minimal generating set for M.

We denote the quotient field of any domain 72 by q.f.(72). We say that S and

72 are "birational" if q.f.(S) = q.f.(72). We say that U(S,M) dominates (72, M)" if

S 3 72 and fj n 72 = M. We use the symbol S > 72 to indicate that S dominates 72

and S is birational to 72. If (S, M) > (72, M) are quasilocal domains, then the field

S/ N contains the field 72/M canonically. We denote the transcendence degree of

S/M over 72/M by restrdegñ S, for "residual transcendence degree of S over 72."

NOTE 2.1. Let (S, fj) and (72, M) be two local domains of the same dimension.

Then S > 72 if and only if 72 Ç S Ç q.f.(72).
PROOF. (=>) This is by definition of S > 72.
(<=) We need only see that M n 72 = M. Certainly M n 72 Ç M. If M n 72 C M

then dim72.A/nfi < dim 72 = dim S, and RynR C S C q.f.(72) = q.f.(72>/nñ)- This
contradicts the fact that any local domain between an n-dimensional local domain

and its quotient field must itself have dimension < n (see [9, Lemma 5.3]).    D

If (72, M) is a RLR, several specific constructions of RLR's S such that S > 72

are of particular interest. Namely, a "monoidal transform" of 72 is a ring of the form

S := R{x2/xf,xz/xf,... ,Xi/xf\cj, where {xf,... ,x¿} is part of a regular system of

parameters for M, and Q is a maximal ideal of R[x2/xf,... ,Xi/xf] whose height

equals dim 72. A "simple monoidal transform" of 72 is a monoidal transform in which

only one element is adjoined to 72, e.g., S = R[x2/xf\Q. A "quadratic transform"

of 72 is a monoidal transform of 72 in which as many elements as possible have been

adjoined to 72, i.e., S = Rfa/xi,... ,xn/xi]Q, where {xf,... ,xn} constitutes all

of a regular system of parameters for M, i.e., n = dim 72.

If (72, M) is a local ring and x G 72\{0}, then x £ D^o -^ by Krull's Intersection

Theorem [11, Corollary 2, p. 217]. Therefore there exists r > 0 such that x G

Mr\Mr+1. We define a function on 72, "ord," by ord(x) := r (ord 0 := oo). We

extend this to q.f.(72) by ord(a/6) := ord(a)-ord(b). If in addition 72 is regular then

this order function is actually a valuation, i.e., we have ord(aè) = ord(a) + ord(6)

and ord(a + b) > min{ord(a),ord(6)} [12, Corollary 1, p. 302]. Among valuation

rings, we reserve the symbol DVR for the valuation domains which are rank 1 and

discrete, where "rank" means Krull dimension. We note that the DVR's contained

in a given field are maximal elements among the set of quasilocal domains contained

in that field and ordered by domination [3, Kriterium 2, p. 102].
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By a "chain of RLR's between 72 and S" we mean a nonempty set {5a} of distinct

birational RLR's linearly ordered by domination and such that 72 < S\ < S for all A.

Given an infinite descending sequence, (So, Mo) 2 (Si, Mi) 2 • • ■ of quasilocal rings

such that Si dominates S¿+i for all i, we denote the intersection by "(Soo, Moo)"-

With regard to this S^o we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.2.   (Soo, Moo) is a quasilocal ring.

PROOF. If a G Moo Q Mo then a is not a unit in Soo, for if it were, we would

have a-1 G Soo Q So so a would be a unit in So, a contradiction. On the other

hand, if a G Soo\Moo then a G Sí\Mí for some i and hence in Sj\Mj for all j;

so a~1 is in every Sy and hence in Soo • Thus the set of nonunits in Sœ forms the

ideal Moo.    □

3. Infinite descending chains of RLR's. This section contains the main

technical result of this paper, Theorem 3.2, which states that the quotient field

of the intersection of a certain chain of regular local rings, all having the same

quotient field, K, is strictly smaller than K. The following example is provided as

motivation.

Example 3.1. Let

(So, Mo) := (k[X, y](x,v), (X, Y)k[X, Y){X)Y)),

where k is any field, and X and Y are indeterminates. Let

(Sl,Ml) := (k[X,XlY]{x>x,Yy(X,XlY)k[X,X'Y}{XtX,Y)).

Clearly (So, Mo) D (Si, Mi) D • •-, and since the matrix (*°) has determinant

1, this is a strictly descending chain of RLR's with the same quotient field, K =

k(X, Y). In this example there is no residue field extension, i.e., Si/Mi = k for all

i. We have Soo = fc[-X](x)i so q-f(Soo) = k(X) is strictly smaller than q.f.(S¿) =

k(X,Y).

That the behavior exhibited in this simple example extends to the general case

is the gist of the following theorem, and its proof.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that (So, Mo) > (Si, Mi) > • ■ ■ is an infinite strictly

descending sequence of regular local rings, all having the same quotient field, K,

and the same dimension, n. Suppose, in addition, that the residue fields eventually

stabilize, i.e., there exists N > 0 so that Si/Mi = S¿+i/Mj+i for all i > N. Then

the quotient field of the intersection, (Soo, Moo), is strictly contained in K.

Before proceeding with the proof we note a few remarks and lemmas.

REMARKS 3.3. (1) Deleting all but a cofinal set of rings will not change the

intersection so, when convenient, we may ignore all but a cofinal set of rings in the

chain. In particular, we may assume So/Mo = Si/Mi = ■•• — k.

(2) The theorem is vacuously true if n = 1 since a 1-dimensional RLR is a DVR

(see [5, Theorem 37] and [6, Theorem 12.4]) and any chain of DVR's of the form

So > Si > • • • can occur only if So = Si = • • -, since DVR's are maximal among

the set of quasilocal domains within their quotient field (see §2). So we assume

without loss of generality that n > 2 throughout this section.
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LEMMA 3.4. There is a cofinal subset C of the positive integers for which the

following is true: for i in C the k-vector spaces Vij := (My + M2)/M2 are equal

for all j in C with j > i, and dinifc V,,y = dimfc Vi>j =: d whenever i,i',j are in C

with j > i and j > i'. Moreover, d < n and the theorem is true if d = 0.

PROOF. We will construct the set C by successively removing some of the rings

in the original chain by the process described below and then renumbering. The

rings in the chain which results, a subchain of the original chain, will be the rings

indexed by C.

For i = 0, then for i = 1, etc., consider the descending sequence of fc-vector

spaces:

Vi,i := Mi/M} 2 Viti+1 := (Ml+1 + M2)/M2 2 V,l+2 := (Mî+2 + M2X)/MÏ D • ■ •.

Since

n = dimfc V¿,¿ > dimfc Vi<i+l > dimfc V¿,I+2 > • • • > 0,

there exists d,, n > dt > 0, and there exists rt > i so that

dx = dimfe V¿,r( = dimfc(Mri + M2)/M2

= dimfc(Mri + i + M2)/M2 - dimfc V¿,r¿ + i = • • •.

Then removing Sj,i < j < rt, and renumbering rt +1 := i +1 + 1, I > 0, we have

dt = dimfc Vij for all j > i.

Notice that if j > i > 1 there exists a surjective fc-vector space map

9: Vij = (My + M2%)/M} = M3/M3 n Ml

-» Mj/Mj n M2i_f = (Mi + Mti)/M2=1 = V¿_!,y,

so di = dimfc Vij > dimfc V¿-i,y = dt-f. Thus we have 0 < do < df < ■ ■ ■ < n, since

d{ < dimfc Vij = n for all i, so there exists i' > 0 such that d^ = d^+f =•••=: d.

If i > 0 we delete Sy, 0 < j < i' — 1, and renumber i' + I := I, I > 0, to conclude

(in any case) that dim Vij = d whenever j > i > 0 and moreover, n > d > 0.

Suppose d = n. Then in particular, dimfc (Mi + Mq)/Mq = n, so there exist

r7i,---,'?n G Mi such that f)i,...,f}n (where "—" indicates image modMo) are

linearly independent over k. It follows that fj\,... ,fjn generate Mo (mod Mq) over

k, and hence (by Nakayama's Lemma [5, l.N]) that r/i,... ,n„ generate Mo- But

then MiSo = Mo, and so (by Zariski's Main Theorem [2, Proposition 14]) So = Si,

which contradicts our assumption that the chain is strictly decreasing. So d < n— 1.

On the other hand, suppose d = 0. Then dimfc(M¿ + Mf_f)/M2_f = 0, giving

M, Ç M2_f C Mf_2 Ç • • • Ç M§1 for i > 1, so Moo = f1~o ^ ^ iXi Mo = 0 (by
Krull's Intersection Theorem [11, Corollary 2, p. 217]). Hence q.f.(Soo) is strictly

smaller than q.f.(So), and the theorem is true.    D

REMARK 3.5. The point of this lemma is this. In proving Theorem 3.2 we need

to consider, by Remark 3.3(1), only a cofinal subset of the original chain of rings.

Letting C be this cofinal subset, this lemma allows us to assume, in the proof of

Theorem 3.2, that the fc-vector spaces V¿j are equal whenever j > i, i fixed, that

they have the same dimension, d, for all i, and that 1 < d < n — 1. We make these

assumptions throughout the remainder of this section.
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LEMMA 3.6. If xn,... ,Xid G M¿+i are elements whose images inVij+i are a

basis ofVi¿+i, then in fact their images in Vy,y+i are a basis ofVj¿+i for all j,

0 < j < i. In particular, it follows that {x¿i,..., Xid} is part of a regular system of

parameters for My, 0 < j < i.

PROOF. By Remark 3.5 all the V¿j have the same dimension, d, so the surjection

0: K,»+i -» Ví-1,1+1 given in the proof of Lemma 3.4 is actually a fc-isomorphism

which takes the images of xn, • • ■, £¿d in V^i+i to their images in VV-i^+i. Thus

these images are a basis for V^_i,t+i, which equals V¿_i,i- This proves the statement

for j — i - 1 and it is clear we may iterate to achieve the result for all j. The last

statement follows because, for all i, V¿,t+i C Vi¿.    D

The following proposition is the key reduction needed for computational pur-

poses.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let d be as in Remark 3.5. For all i > 0 there exists

{xn,... ,Xid}, part of a regular system of parameters for Mi, such that for each

j, 0 < j < i, there exists J/yi,..., yj,n-d & My, with {xzi,..., xid, yyi,..., yy,n-d}

a regular system of parameters for My, and such that y3i G M0    , 1 < I <n — d.

In particular, this gives, for each i > 0, a regular system of parameters {xn,...,

Xid, yn, ■ ■ ■, Vi,n~d} for Mt such that xn,..., Xid are linearly independent (mod Mq)

over k, and yn,...,yi,n~d G M0+1.

PROOF. Fix i and choose fixed xn,..., xa G M¿+i whose images in K',t+i are

a basis. By Lemma 3.6, {x¿i,..., x¿<¿} is part of a regular system of parameters

for My, 0 < j < i. We will show by induction on j that for all such j there exists

{yyi,... ,2/y,n-d} as in the statement.

Case j — 0. Clear.

Case j = 1. Let ¿n,..., 2i,n-d be any elements of Mo, so that {x¿i, ■ • •, ^¿d,

zu, ■ ■ ■, Zftn-d} forms a regular system of parameters for Mi. Then for each /, 1 <

1 < n - d, we may write, in Vb,i,¿i,¡ = âuxn + ■■■ + ädix%d, where á.,¡ G k,

1 < s < d. Picking preimages of qs¡ in Si we have zu = ai¡x¿i H-h ctdiXid + yiu

where yu G Mç, f) Sf. Then

(Xif,. . .,Xid,yu,. .. ,J/l,n-d)Si = (Xif,.. .,Xid,Zif, . .. ,Zi,n-d)Sl = Ml,

so {xif,..., Xid, 2/11, • • -, yi n-d} gives the desired regular system of parameters for

M„.
Case 1 < j < i. We apply the induction hypothesis to assume that {x¿i, • • •, x¿,¿,

¡/j-1,1,. • ■ ,yy-i,n-d} is a regular system of parameters for My_i so that yy-i,i,...,

yj-l,n-d G M0-

We now apply the case j' = 1 to the truncated descending chain starting at Sy_i.

That case implies that we can find z3i,...,Zj>n-d G My such that i¿i,.. .,x%d,

Zji,... ,Zjtn-d form a regular system of parameters for My and such that each

Zji is in My_i, 1 < I < n — d. Thus each Zji can be written as a homogeneous

polynomial of degree two in xn,... ,Xid, 2/y-i,i, ■ • •, J/y-i,n-d with coefficients in

Sy_i. Since we have equality of residue fields, any monomial in this polynomial

whose coefficient is a unit in Sy_i can be written as the sum of two monomials,

one with coefficient a unit in Sj, and the other with a coefficient in My_i. After

performing this process for each monomial in z3i, we collect all monomials whose
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coefficient is a unit in Sj, and call their sum pu, while the sum of the monomials

whose coefficient is in My_i we call qu. Of course, Zji = pu + qu and qu G My_,.

Hence qu can be written as a homogeneous polynomial of degree three in

Xif,... ,Xid, J/y-i,i, • • •,2/y-i,n-d and so we may repeat the above process to write

qu = P21 + 92/, where P21 is a sum of monomials (of degree three) whose coefficients

are units in Syi and o2¡ G M^_f. Now Zß = pu +p2i +q2i- We iterate until reaching

zm =Pii +P21 H-+P3-1J +0.3-1,1- Note that çy_i,j G M.jt\ Ç M¿+1.

Let pi := pi; H-h Pj-i,i- Then p; is a polynomial in xil:..., xid, Vj-1,1, ■ ■ ■,

yj-ftn-d in which every monomial has degree at least two and every coefficient is a

unit in Sy. But now p¡ can be rewritten as p¡ = p\ + p" where p[ is the sum of those

terms of p; which involve only the xfs, and p" is the sum of those terms which

involve at least one J/y-i,r. We now have Zji — p[+ p'{ + 9y-i,i- Set yy¡ := z3i — p\.

Since every term in p\ involves at least two x¿r's and has a coefficient which is a

unit in Sy, we see that p\ G M2-. Therefore, since {x¿i, • • •,Xid,2yi,...,z^n-d} is a

regular system of parameters for Mj, so is {xn,..., x¿<¿, J/yi, • • •, yj,n-d}-

It remains to see that each t/y¡ G M¿ . But we have j/yj = Zji —p[= p'{ + <7y-i,¡,

íy-i,¡ G M¿+1, so we need only see that p" G M¿+1- This is clear since each

Vj-i,r G M¿ and each x¿r G Mo, so each term in p" is in M¿+ •    □

The technique employed in the latter part of the proof of Proposition 3.7 was

essentially the expansion of elements in M¿ as power series with respect to a fixed

regular system of parameters for M¿. Had S¿ contained a coefficient field, for all

i, then we would have been able to actually expand these elements as power series

by passing to the completion and using Cohen's Structure Theorem [6, Theorem

(31.1)]. The far clumsier technique of the text seems necessary in order to avoid

the assumption of the existence of a coefficient field. A similar technique is also

used in the proof of Lemma 3.8.

LEMMA   3.8.   For each positive integer i,   and for each j,   1  < j  <  i,  let

{xif,..., Xid, Vji) ■ ■ ■ 1 Vj,n-d} be a regular system of parameters for Mj as in Propo-

sition 3.7. If z G M¿nMy, then z can be written z = f+g, where f is a homogeneous

polynomial of degree j in xn,..., Xid whose nonzero coefficients are units in So, and

where g G M0    ■

PROOF. Suppose z G My, s > 1. Then z may be written as a homogeneous

polynomial of degree s in the given basis elements for Mj, coefficients in Sj. By

grouping the monomials in this expression accordingly, we can write z = a + b + c,

where a is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in xn,...,Xid whose nonzero

coefficients are units in Sy; b is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s, each of

whose monomials contains at least one t/yj, and whose nonzero coefficients are units

in Sj; and c is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s whose coefficients are in My.

ThuscGM^1.

Concerning this expression for z we observe, first, that b G M0 —which is

clear, since each of its terms contains an element, j/yj, 1 < / < n — d, which is in

Mq+1- Secondly, a = 0 if s < j. For, noting that units in Sy are also units in

So, a ^ 0 would yield a G Mf¡\Mo+1; on the other hand b G M0+1 C M£+1, and
c G My+1 Ç Mq+1, so we would get z = a + b + c G Mo\Mq+1, a contradiction to
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z G M¿ Ç Mg+1- Finally we see, if a = 0, that z G M¿ together with b G M¿+1 imply

c(=z-b)G M&] and that, if a ¿ 0, then s = j, so c G M*+1 ç M^+1 = M¿+1.

Now if s = j we set / := a and g := b + c to obtain the desired result. In the

contrary case we use the observations above, that c G M0 H My , to repeat the

above procedure, with c in place of z, so that we have c = af+bf + Cf, where Of

is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s + 1 in the Xim's, 1 < m < d, with unit

coefficients; bf is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s + 1, with unit coefficients

in the regular parameters for Mj, each term of which includes at least one j/yj ; and

ci has coefficients in My. Now we have &i G M¿+ , Cf G My+2, z = b + üf +bf +Cf,

and, again, if s + 1 < j then ai = 0.

Upon the (j — s + l)st iteration of this expansion we reach

z — aj-s + (b + bf + b2 H-h bjs) + cy_s.

Then setting / := ay_s and g := (b + bf + ■ ■ ■ + 6y_s) + Cj-S we are done, as Oj-s

is a homogeneous polynomial of the prescribed sort, as 6¡ G M¿ for all t, and as

cy_s G Mf-a+1) = Mf1 ç M¿+1.   ü
We are finally prepared for the

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. For eachi > 1, let {x¿i,...,a;¿d,2/¿i,---,2/¿,n-d} be

as in Proposition 3.7. As Lemma 3.6 shows that the images of xn,..., x¿<¿ form a

basis of Vo,i, and as d < n, we have Vb,i C Vb,o, so we can find a y G Mo such

that, for all i, {x¿i, ■ • • ,Xid,y} is part of a regular system of parameters for Mo-

We will show that y £ q.f.(Soo) by showing that we cannot write y = Zf/z2 with

Zf,Z2 G Moo-

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that y — Z\/z2, Z\,Z2 G Moo- Since y ^

0, Zf ^ 0, so there exists a positive integer r such that Zf G Mq\Mq+1- Since

z\ G Moo Q Mr, we may apply Lemma 3.8, with i :— r, to write Z\ = f\ +' gi

with gi G Mq+1, and with /i a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree r in

xri,..., xrd whose nonzero coefficients are units in So- On the other hand we have

z\ = yz2, so, since the ord.M0 function is a valuation, with ord.M0 Z\ — r and

ord.M0 y = 1, we must have ord^o z%=r -1, i.e., z2 G Mo_1\Mq.

Now let yr-i,i>---,Vr-i,n-d £ Mr_i n Mq such that {xrii---,a;rdi»r-i,i>---i

yr-ftn-d} is a regular system of parameters for Mr-i, as in Proposition 3.7 (here,

j := r — 1). We apply Lemma 3.8 to £2, since ¿2 G Mq"1 n Mr-i, to write

Z2 == fi+gi, where /2 is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree r — 1 in

Xif,... ,Xid whose nonzero coefficients are units in So, and where g2 G Mq- Thus

z\ = yz2 yields

(*) fi + gi= z//*2 + yg2

Consider for a moment the function ip: So\{0} —> gr-Mo(So) (the associated

graded ring of So with respect to Mo) given by <p(h) — h G M0/M0+1, where

h G M0\M0+1. Then <p(hfh2) — <p(h\)<p(h2) (where the multiplication on the

right-hand side is that in grMo(So)) because ord>i0 is a valuation, and <p(hf + "12) =

<p(hi) + <p(/i2) if <p(hi) + <p(h2) ,¿ 0 and huh2 G Mo\M0+1. Applying ip to (*)
gives us

<p(fi) = <p(fi +91) = v(yÎ2 + yg2) = <p(yf2) = <p(y)<p(f2)-
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But, letting
e, e2

X]m«:=/i'      ̂ 2mv:=f2,
11=1 f=l

be the expressions for ff and f2 as sums of monomials in x¿i,..., x%d whose nonzero

coefficients are units in So, we get

e ei

Y2 <P(mu) = J2 PiyMm-v),
u=l v=l

a contradiction, since <p(xif), ■ • •, £>(xJ(¿), <p(y) are algebraically independent over k

in the polynomial ring gr'^0^(So).    □

The author is grateful to the referee for providing greatly improved versions of

the original proofs in this section.

4. Finite chain conditions. We begin by recalling a few results from valuation

theory (cf. [12, Appendix 2]).

DEFINITION 4.1. Given a quasilocal domain (72, M), a prime divisor of 72 is a

DVR, (V, Mv), such that V > 72 and restrdegñ V = dim 72-1.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Any positive-dimensional local domain (72, M) has a prime

divisor.

Proof. [7, Proposition 1].   d

PROPOSITION 4.3. If (V, Mv) is any valuation ring birationally dominating the

local domain (72, M) then restrdegñ V < dim 72 — rankV.

Proof. [12, Proposition l, p. 330].   d

PROPOSITION 4.4. If (V, Mv) is a prime divisor of (72, M) then V/Mv is a

finitely generated field extension of R/M.

Proof. [12, Corollary 2, p. 339].   d

LEMMA 4.5. If (S,M) > (72, M) are two n-dimensional local domains (n < 1)

then S/M is a finite algebraic field extension of R/M.

PROOF. Using Proposition 4.2, choose a prime divisor (V, Mv) for (S, N). Then

V > 72 as well, and we have, using Proposition 4.3, that

n — 1 = dim 72 — rank V > restrdegñ V

= restrdegs V + restrdegñ S = n — 1 + restrdegñ S.

This implies, first, that restrdegñ S = 0, i.e., S/M is algebraic over 72/M, and

second, that V is a prime divisor of 72. Then, by Proposition 4.4, V/Mv is finitely

generated over 72/M, which implies that S/M is also finitely generated over 72/M,

since V/Mv 2 S/M 2 72/M.    D
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper. We denote by £(72)

the set of RLR's properly containing a local domain 72, having the same dimension

as 72, and contained in the quotient field of 72. We order this set by inclusion.
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THEOREM 4.6. For any local domain (72, M) of positive dimension, £(72) sat-

isfies d.c.c.

PROOF. Let (So, Mo) 2 (Si, Mi) ¡5 • ■ • 2 72 be a descending chain of elements

of £(72). By Note 2.1, we have St > 72 for all i, so S0/Mo 2 Si/Mi D ■■■
is a descending chain of finite algebraic field extensions of 72/M by Lemma 4.5.

Therefore this chain of residue fields must stabilize. If the chain of RLR's fails

to stabilize then it has infinitely many different rings, all dominating 72, and with

stabilizing residue field, the situation to which Theorem 3.2 applies. Then Theorem

3.2 tells us that q.f.(72) Ç q.f.(Soo) C q.f-(S0) = qi.(72), a contradiction.    D
DEFINITION 4.7. By a minimal RLR over 72 we mean a minimal element of

£(72).

COROLLARY 4.8. If S > 72 is a pair of n-dimensional RLR's, then any chain

of RLR's {S\}, between 72 and S must contain a minimal element, S', Sx > S' > 72

for all A.

PROOF. Otherwise we would be able to find an infinite strictly descending chain

in £(72), contrary to Theorem 4.6    D

This corollary shows that birational RLR's have a nice structure. That the

structure is not so nice in more general classes of local rings is shown by the following

example.

EXAMPLE 4.9. Let k be any field. Let

72 := k{X,Y}{XtY),        S := k[X,Y,Y/X](x<Y/x),

St := k[X,Y,Yl+l/X]{XY,Y,+ 1/x),        i > 1.

Then S > Si > S2 > • • • > 72. Since a local domain caught between two local

domains of dimension n must also have dimension n (see [9, Lemma 5.3]), dimSt =

2 for all i. Since

S, = k[X, Y, Z]ixYZ)/(XZ - Yl+l)k[X, Y, Z\>x,Ytz).,

it is easily verified that S¿ satisfies Serre's conditions S2 and £1, so that Si is normal

(cf. [5, Theorem 39]) and hence Cohen-Macaulay, since dimS¿ = 2 [12, Example

(3), p. 397].
Moreover, since any 2-dimensional normal local ring birationally dominating a

2-dimensional RLR has a rational singularity [4, Proposition (1.2)], each S¿ must

have a rational singularity.

Again restricting our attention to RLR's, however, and using a related result of

Shannon's, we are able to obtain the following corollary. This corollary answers a

question raised by Shannon [9, Remark 3.8].

COROLLARY 4.10. If S > 72 is a pair of n-dimensional RLR's then any chain

between them is finite in length.

PROOF. Let {Sx} be a chain of RLR's between 72 and S. If S is minimal over 72,

then S > 72 is the only such chain, and is clearly finite. Otherwise, use Corollary

4.8 to pick Si G {S\} minimal over 72, S > S\ > Sf > 72 for all A. If S is minimal
over Si, we are done; otherwise pick S2 minimal over Si, S > Sx > S2 > Si > R

for all A. Either there eventually exists an N such that S is minimal over S¡\,

so that S > Sn > Sn-i > • • • > Si > 72 forms a saturated chain, or else we
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obtain an infinite ascending chain of RLR's between 72 and S. That this latter

situation cannot hold was shown by Shannon [9, Proposition 5.1]. Thus the chain

must become saturated after finitely many steps.    D

Note, however, that two saturated chains need not have the same length, as is

illustrated in the following 3-dimensional example, due to Shannon [9, Remark 3.8].

EXAMPLE 4.11. Let k be any field, and set

Ro:=k[X,Y,Z),x,YtZ),

72i := fc[X, Z, y/X])(x,z,y/x) = Ro[Y/X](M0R[y/x],y/x),

722 := k[X,Y/X,Z/X](x,Y/x,z/x) — Ri[Z/X](MiRyZ/X]iZ/X-),

723 := k[X,Y/X,Z/Y]fx,Y/x,z/x) = R2[Z/Y]<MiR2[Z/Y]iz/y)-

Then Ro < Ri < R2 < R3, each 72¿ is a RLR of dimension 3, and each 72¿ is obtained

from 72¿_i by a simple monoidal transformation, so this chain is saturated (because

simple monoidal transforms of 72 are minimal over 72—see [8, Theorem 5.1]), and

has length 3. On the other hand, letting

Si := k[X,Y,Z/Y]'x,Y,z/Y) = Ro[Z/Y]^oRo[Z/Y],z/Y),

S2 :— k[X,Y/X,Z/Y](xY/Xtz/Y) - Si[Y/X]^MsiSi[Y/x},y/x) = R3

then 72o < Si < S2 = 723 is again a saturated chain of RLR's, each a simple

monoidal transform of the previous one. Though these two chains both lie between

72o and 723 = S2, they have different lengths.

QUESTION 4.12. Given two RLR's of dimension n, S > 72, does there exist a

uniform upper bound, N, depending only on S and 72, such that every saturated

chain of RLR's between S and 72 has length < N?

In relation to this question, we should note that Hironaka has apparently shown

that a similar question for projective models has an affirmative answer. Namely,

if X and Y are two n-dimensional, birational normal projective models such that

Y dominates X, then any birational sequence of normal models between X and Y

has finite length, bounded uniformly by a fixed number depending only on X and

Y (see [9, Remark 3.8]).

5. Some related questions. In this section we discuss some applications and

directions for further research. One immediate question is the following.

QUESTION 5.1. Are RLR's the broadest class of local domains having the

property that, given two rings, S > 72, in this class, any chain of rings in this class

between S and 72 must be finite in length?

Corollary 4.10 says that RLR's have this property in any dimension, while Exam-

ple 4.9 shows that the class of Cohen-Macaulay local domains, the class of normal

local rings, and the class of rational singularities do not have this property, even in

dimension 2.

Another generalization of RLR's is the class of normal local rings whose order

function is a valuation. The following example of Shannon's [9, Example 3.9] shows

that this class also fails to have this property of RLR's.

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let k be a field of characteristic 0,

(R,M):=(k[X,Y]{XY),(X,Y)R)
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and for i > 1,

72, := k[X, F, Y2/X,..., Y*+1/X\XYY2/x...tY>+i/x,h

S:=k[X,Y/X}{XY/x).

Then we have R<Ri<R2<-<S,R and S are RLR's of dimension 2, S is a

quadratic transform of 72, 72¿ has dimension 2 for all i (since 72 < 72¿ < S—see [9,

Lemma 5.3]), 72, is normal for all i (since k[X, Y, Y2/X,..., Yl+1/Xl] is the integral

closure of /c[AT,yi+1/A^] in k(X,Y)—cf. [2, Theorem 7]), and this is a strictly as-

cending chain. Furthermore, ord^i^ (where M¿ := (X, Y, Y2 /X,..., Yt+1 / Xl)Rf)

= ord^ifl., since if (V, Mv) = the valuation ring of the valuation ord^, M" H 72, —

M™ for all n, which implies that ord>< = ordj^ and so ord.M¿ is a valuation. This

gives infinitely many normal local rings, each of whose ord function is a valuation,

between two RLR's, so Corollary 4.10 does not extend to this class of rings.

Corollary 4.8 implies that every n-dimensional RLR, (S,M), birationally domi-

nating a given n-dimensional RLR, (72, M), must contain a minimal RLR over 72.

It was proven by J. Sally [8, Theorem 5.1] and by D. Shannon [9, Proposition 3.7]

that if n > 1, simple monoidal extensions of 72 are minimal elements of £(72). If

n > 2, another type of minimal extension was given by J. Sally [8, Theorem 5.1],

namely an extension of the form R[a/b]jj, where a,b G R are relatively prime,

a ^ 0 ^ b, a G M\M2, b G M2, (a, 6)72 is a prime ideal, and fl is any height n

maximal ideal of 72[a/6]. We denote this type of extension as a "Sally" extension.

Example 5.4 below, due to C. Huneke, shows that simple monoidal extensions and

Sally extensions are not the only minimal elements of £(72), if 72 is an arbitrary

RLR. We need a preliminary lemma.

LEMMA 5.3. If (S, fj) and (72, M) are n-dimensional RLR's, n > 2, and S is
either a simple monoidal extension or a Sally extension of R, then MS requires at

most n — 1 generators.

PROOF. Suppose M = (xi,... ,xn)72, where S = 72[x2/xi]q (if S is a simple

monoidal extension) or S — 72[xi/6]q (if S is a Sally extension). Clearly, in the

first case, MS — (xi,X3,X4,... ,x„)S is (n — l)-generated. In the second case,

MS = (x2, £3,..., xn, b)S, but since b G M2 Q M2, we have MS = (x2, X3,..., xn)S

by Nakayama's lemma.    D

EXAMPLE 5.4. Let S := k[X,Y,Z](x,y,z), where k is any field,

72:=fc[XyZ,y Z,X Z](XYZtY2ZXzZy

Then 72 and S are 3-dimensional RLR's and since

(1 1 i\

det    0    2    1     = -1,

V3 ° l)

we have S > 72. If there existed a simple monoidal or Sally extension, T, of 72, S >

T > 72, then by Lemma 5.3, MT would be at most 2-generated, so MS = (MT)S

would be at most 2-generated. But MS = (XYZ,Y2Z,X3Z)k[X,Y,Z](xY,z) is

3-generated for, if it were generated by less than three elements, then, since we

are in a local ring, one such smaller generating set would have to be a subset of

{XYZ,Y2Z,X3Z}, but none of these three elements lies in the ideal generated
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by the other two in S. On the other hand, Corollary 4.8 above states that there

must exist some minimal element of £(72) between S and 72 (it might be S). Thus

there must exist at least one new type of minimal regular local overring. Specific

calculations show that in fact S is minimal over 72.
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